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A B S T R A C T

Since natural gas emits less carbon than does coal per unit of electricity generation, some analysts suggest
natural gas will help to mitigate climate change. However, sociological research has found that the substitution
of one natural resource for another often does not happen as anticipated because of political and economic
factors. Here, we analyze cross-national time-series data to examine the connection between growth in emissions
from natural gas consumption and changes in emissions from coal use, controlling for several structural factors.
We find that CO2 emissions from natural gas sources do not displace CO2 emissions from coal. These results cast
doubt on whether the growing use of natural gas is likely to help substantially reduce CO2 emissions.

1. Introduction

Natural gas produces lower carbon emissions than coal per unit of
electricity generation [1]. Citing this fact, some policy-makers, energy
analysts, and environmental scientists argue that increasing production
of natural gas will suppress coal use and thereby help to curtail global
climate change [2–4]. The development of hydraulic fracturing tech-
nologies has made shale gas resources more accessible and affordable,
which has led natural gas to become a growing share of global elec-
tricity production [2,5]. However, a body of sociological research
suggests that the substitution of one natural resource for another does
not happen smoothly or reliably due to political and economic factors
[6–8]. Despite this, little research has been done that examines the
extent to which the increased use of natural gas suppresses CO2 emis-
sions from more carbon intensive sources, such as coal [9,10]. Here, we
use cross-national time-series data to assess whether increases in
emissions from natural gas consumption are associated with a decline in
emissions from coal use, controlling for a variety of structural factors.
We demonstrate that additional CO2 emissions per capita from natural
gas sources do not suppress CO2 emissions from solid fossil fuel sources
(e.g. coal). These results point to the importance of understanding po-
litical and economic factors that condition the effectiveness of new
technologies in mitigating CO2 emissions, and add to other research
showing that the expansion of natural gas infrastructure is unlikely to
reduce environmental impacts [9–11]. Ultimately, these results cast
doubt on whether natural gas is an effective “bridge fuel” in global
efforts to substantially reduce CO2 emissions.

Social science research examining the effectiveness with which
newly introduced technologies or resources, such as fuels, displace es-
tablished ones has found that displacement does not typically occur as
expected or intended, if, indeed, it occurs at all. This phenomenon –
which has variously been termed the paperless office paradox [12,13]
and the displacement paradox [6,14,15]– has been noted in the failure
of the increasing presence of non-fossil energy sources to substantially
suppress fossil fuel consumption [6]. Other research also has found
evidence of a displacement paradox in sectors of industry such as
agriculture [14], automobiles [15], communication and information
technologies [12,13], and renewable energy [7,8]. In light of the
findings from this body of research, the importance of examining the
dynamics of displacement with regard to natural gas and coal use is
clear.

Though the mechanisms through which such unexpected outcomes
are manifested vary according to the particularities in each instance, in
many cases such outcomes can be seen as a function of newly in-
troduced technologies and resources being used in order to expand
production and consumption [7]. The displacement paradox suggests
that the forces driving the expansion of production are also effective at
generating consumption to such an extent that new technologies and
resources are used to satisfy new, rather than previously existing, in-
dustrial and consumer demands. Theoretical explanations of the dis-
placement paradox focus on the power of corporations in market
economies to drive growth so as to increase profits [7,8,18]. For in-
stance, companies typically will work to 1) ensure that their products
have markets, and to 2) expand consumption of all such products
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within those markets [14]. To put this differently, we should not ne-
cessarily expect a resource, or product, to simply replace another one,
because in most arenas of economic enterprise the goal of the typical
firm is to produce more products and increase the frequency with which
all its products are consumed [17,18]. With respect to “green” tech-
nologies, this dynamic often has the consequence of preventing re-
sources and technologies that are less environmentally harmful from
replacing those that are more so. If, as it is often implicitly assumed is
the case, demand for energy was more or less constant, then supplying
energy from new sources would inevitably lead to a reduction in the
consumption of established sources. However, the realities of sunk costs
and geographic limitations can prevent new resources from replacing
those that are extracted and distributed through well developed infra-
structures, and in some instances can even spur the use of established
resources [19]. Such a situation, which might be termed infrastructural
path dependency, can lead to market expansion and the development of
new social uses for an expanding energy supply [17,18].

In addition to theory on the displacement paradox, another com-
plimentary socio-ecological approach, the green paradox [16], presents
reasons why supply-side forces generate demand. The green paradox
and displacement paradox together highlight how broader political and
economic context may influence the extent to which one resource is
able (or not) to effectively displace another. The displacement paradox
emphasizes that new products, technologies, and resources often serve
to expand consumer markets, rather than replacing resources pre-
viously used in such markets. Complimenting this view, the green
paradox offers insight into how regulation and market mechanisms
intended to curb the use of a particular resource might unintentionally
lead to an intensification of its use. The green paradox theorization
starts with the observation that businesses typically seek to avoid reg-
ulations and work to prevent loss of profits from the devaluation of
their own capital assets, such as control of fossil fuel reserves. Resource-
owning firms anticipate the introduction of regulations that may reduce
the value of their assets – such as new environmental laws that could
increase the costs of extracting, and/or lower the profit margins for
selling, fossil fuels. For instance, policy implementation and govern-
ment subsidization aimed at encouraging the production of wind power
are likely to have the intended effect of driving down the market price
of wind power, but this will also suppress the price of other energy
sources in a competitive market. This brings about the unintended
consequence of motivating firms to anticipate future government ac-
tions and extract and sell as much of the established resources – fossil
fuels most notably – as quickly as possible before new regulations or
subsidies are implemented that drive down prices or prevent the firms
from accessing or selling these resources. Thus, the paradox is that the
anticipation of new environmental laws aimed at suppressing the use of
fossil fuels drives the expansion of fossil fuel consumption [16,19]. The
green paradox fits with the displacement paradox in that it shows how
supply-side logics drive resource use and can prevent new technologies
and resources from suppressing the use of established ones.

We argue that by using these theoretical approaches as our lens, we
are able to understand that – though the introduction of new technol-
ogies, resources and policies will likely always have many unintended
consequences, and thus the outcomes of their introduction will continue
to evade accurate prediction– in the socio-economic context of the
contemporary global economy, market mechanisms will often result in
new resources being used in addition to, rather than in place of, pre-
viously established ones. Therefore, we question whether it is wise to
expect natural gas production to dramatically suppress coal use. This is
an especially important issue considering the central role of natural gas
resources in discussions of energy transitions and global climate
change. Recent estimates project that global natural gas consumption
will increase by 43% between 2015 and 2040 [20]. To this end, the U.S.
Department of Energy has approved increases in the export of liquid
natural gas from roughly 28.48 billion cubic feet/day in 2016 [21] to
54.98 billion cubic feet/day by 2050 [22]. Further, as noted above,

some scholars and analysts have suggested that increasing reliance on
natural gas use presents market-based opportunities for economic
growth, the mitigation of emissions, and establishing a pathway to
greater reliance on renewable fuel sources [23]. In order to explore
whether or not such increases in the worldwide use of natural gas will
aid in the mitigation of CO2 emissions, or whether increasing natural
gas use presents yet another instance of the displacement paradox, we
perform a series of statistical analyses that explore whether or not the
use of natural gas suppresses coal use.

2. Data and methods

In order to test for the displacement of CO2 emissions from the
consumption of solid fossil fuel sources (coal) by those from con-
sumption of natural gas sources, we estimate five fixed-effects panel
regression models using World Bank [24] data on all nations for which
they are available for all years for which they are available in the
range from 1960 to 2013. Each model examines the effect of gen-
erating an additional kilogram of CO2 per capita from natural gas
consumption on the level of CO2 per capita (kg) emitted from the
consumption of coal, while controlling for a variety of structural
factors that are known to be drivers of emissions. We note that, though
there are a number of well-established ways to explore the relation-
ships between human action and environmental impact, including
using elasticity models like STIRPAT [25], to test for displacement
requires a specific model structure. Since we are interested in de-
termining how many units of CO2 emissions from coal sources are
displaced by each unit of CO2 emitted from natural gas, it is necessary
to measure emissions in original units rather than use the logarithmic
structure of STIRPAT.

In order to account for the variety of forces driving energy use and
emissions, we control for a number of factors established in previous
research as key influences on emissions. These include: electricity
consumption per capita measured in 1000 s of kilowatt hours (kWh),
since a major use of coal and natural gas is for electricity generation;
the percentage of the population living in areas classified as urban,
since urbanized nations have been found to typically have higher CO2

emissions than less urbanized nations; GDP per capita (measured in
1000 s of inflation adjusted US$), which is incorporated to account for
the effects of economic activity, a central driver of energy use and
emissions; the quadratic of GDP per capita, which we include in order
to allow for a non-linear relationship between economic activity and
coal-based emissions; the percentage of GDP derived from manu-
facturing activities, as such activities have been shown to be the most
carbon intensive; the percentage of the population that is of a working
age (15–64), since the working age population engages in higher levels
of production and consumption than other age groups; and per capita
CO2 emissions from liquid fuels (i.e., oil), since this is the major fossil
fuel source other than coal and gas.

Taking the nation-year as our unit of analysis, we develop fixed-
effect panel regression models with robust standard errors that correct
for clustering of residuals by nation (specifically, we used the “xtreg”
command in STATA 14 with the “fe” and “robust” options). We include
fixed-effects estimators for both nation and period. We estimate period
effects by including dummy variables for each year in our models.
Using this approach allows our models to control for effects that are
constant throughout time but vary across nations (e.g. geographic dif-
ferences), as well as factors that affect all nations equally but change
over time (e.g. fluctuations in the international price of fuels). The
general form of the model is:

Coal emissionsit= β0+ β1(Natural gas emissionsit)+ β2(Percent
urbanit)+ β3(Electicity consumptionit)+ β4(GDP per capitait)+
β5(GDP per capita2it)+ β6(Age dependency ratioit)+ β7(Liquid fuel
emissionsit)+ β8(year 1961t)…+ β60(year 2013t)+ ui+ eit
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